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ost people open a mail
box expecting bills or an
occasional letter. But
correspondence artists literally
expect anything, from a balloon full
of Japanese air to a cedar block
postcard, or a subversive magazine
sent through good oV Uncle Sam's
postal system.
Correspondence or mail art is any
form of art distributed through the
mail. But unique to mail art is the
license of any artist to modify or add
to someone else's image.
Correspondence art was estab
lished as an organized art form in
the late '60s and early 70s in New
York City by Fluxus, a loosely organ
ized group of artists. Around this
time, mail artist Ray Johnson began
the New York School of Corre
spondence Art. But informally, cor
respondence art is as old as the mail
system itself.
Inside The Postcard Palace on
State Street on a shaideless gray day
owner jack Palmer walked into his
“office," behind a screen In the
back. File cabinets stood guardian
of the shop's business, while the
walls behind the screen depicted
Palmer's other self—a mail artist. A
color Xerox from mail artist Rysuke
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''Art in
galleries is
something
you go to
look at and
walk
around,
but mail
art is
delivered
to you,
for you,
to do
whatever you
want with."
—Denny
Sargeant

Cohen in Tokyo was pinned above
the desk, and next to it a five by
seven inch abstract collage of
images on photographic paper was
slowly oxidizing into purple.
The invention of the Xerox
machine was an advent to mail art.
Palmer said.In 45 minutes, I can go
to Kinko's and get 50 copies of the
most subversive magazines
Xeroxed, collated and stapled.'' The
element of anarchy enters, he said,
using a government institution—
the post office—for distributing
what would be considered by many
as dangerous.
Palmer, mainly a rubber stamp
mail artist, has a unique theory of
the origins of mail art.
''For me, the history of mail art is
like Descartes . . . before I became
involved six months ago, it never
existed," Palmer said, hiding a slight
smile beneath his graying beard.
However, Des McLean, an art
professor at Glassboro State Col
lege in New York and co-editor of
The Half-Life Network, a mail art
magazine, disagreed with Palmer's
Descartian allusion. Correspon
dence art originated from the anti
war culture, he said through the
long distance delay from New
Jersey—a culture historically antiestablishment, anti-hierarchy, and
anti-government. Thus, it is not
surprising that correspondence art
has no written rules. However,
there does exist, added Palmer, a
set of unwritten rules. Including
"no rejections, no returns, and no
selling" of mail art. These "rules"
apply to all three forms of mail art:
magazines, shows and personal
correspondence.
Networking is the basis for mail
art. Networks exist for rubber
stamp. Xerox, anti-war or strictly
collage work, as well as for thematic
categories. Networking, McLean
said, allows artists to work and pro
duce together. Often, he added,
the artists do not know each other
personally, or even each other's
real names.
They do, however, know each
other's pen names. Palmer has sev
eral, including "Rudi Rubberoid"
and "Ace the Postcard Pal." One
can only imagine the artists who
correspond to names like "Mr.
Dada", "Hype" from New York
City, "Private World" from San
Francisco and "VooDoo" from
Washington, D.C.
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As in networking, all mail art
shows and magazines work on a
cooperative basis. An artist who
wants to submit work to a magazine
like Seattle's RNA-DNA is required
to mall in a certain number of origi
nals. For example. The Half-Life
Network in New jersey requires 200
copies, which are collated into 200
books and distributed free to all
contributors. The 200 original
copies can be reproduced by any
means.
In addition to magazines and per
sonal mailings, correspondence art
includes shows, which are usually
organized around one theme. In
February 1984, Glassboro State Col
lege hosted a mall art show called
"The Future Is in the Bag . . . Fast
Food—Slow Death." The 1984 presi
dential elections inspired the
"Promise Them Anything" show in
Chicago.
The Roscoe Louie Gallery in Seat
tle once hosted an annual mail art
show, but like many avant-garde
galleries In Seattle, it went out of
business. Nevertheless, Alice Boytz
Is attempting a revival, organizing a
show titled "S.O.S." at the Center
of Contemporary Arts in Seattle,
from April 23-june 1.
Correspondence art shows
require eight months to a year in
planning, since many artists mail
from Europe and japan. The spec
trum of show size is broad. A show
of 550 pieces was held recently at
the Philadelphia Federal Reserve,
while Palmer said, "I know a show
one man held in his spare room
which had 35 entrants, and 25 peo
ple saw the show." He leaned
across the "I Push Buttons" sign
next to the lapel pins on the coun
ter. "That is the nature of it."
In shows as well as magazines, the
unwritten "no rejections" rule
means no gatekeepers—no cen
sors, no screening and no criticism.
Correspondence art is egalitarian
and democratic, although there
have been efforts made toward
regulation.
"Some people have tried to
screen certain pieces," said West
ern art professor Bob Urso,
"because in their opinion it was
obscene, or they want a certain
quality . . . but that Is always met
with an outcry."
This Is exactly what happened at
the Frank Furnace Gallery in New
York City, when it foolishly hired an

saw no hostility or antagonism
between the galleries and mall art.
"Art in galleries is something you
go to to look at and walk around,"
Sargeant added, "but mail art is de
livered to you, for you, to do what
ever you want with."
The advantage of mail art,
Sargeant said. Is that it is part of the
environment—the everyday chaos
on telephone poles—not some
thing in a distant gallery. "Gallery
art is great," he said, "if you have a
couple thousand dollars to drop
every so often."

^

1

Mail artists with a couple thou
sand dollars to drop every so often,
however, are few and far between.
In fact, smaller magazines like RNADNA consistently lose money—
approximately $20 an issue.
"No one makes money off it,"
Sargeant said, "the demon dollar
isn't even in the picture. Participa
tion is purely for artistic reasons."
Although mail art magazines lose
money, some recognition of their
work has recently developed. In
February, The Half-Life Network
was awarded a grant from the
Friends of the Arts, an organization
which awards grants to encourage
the arts. The grant was intended to
help pay the costs of stock material
and distribution.

nrac

art historian to curate a mail art
show.
"'She decided what to show on
her opinion of what is art/' McLean
said. ''By the time the mail artists
present had finished denouncing
her actions, she left in tears." It is
not a good idea to trust a "degree"
over those who work in the field, he
said.
After each show, a list of artists
who contributed and their
addresses is mailed to each con
tributor. These "documentation"
lists are often bound and include
reproductions of some of the
show's pieces. These are essential
for networking future mail art
shows. Urso said the best documen
tation lists come from Europe,
where correspondence art is taken
much more seriously.
Beyond being a forum in which
artists may display their works,
there exist few similarities between
standard and correspondence art
shows. Because of its democratic
essence, mail art is in direct opposi
tion to the museum and gallery sys
tems in our culture today, McLean
said. The galleries support a system
of "uniqueness" or "value" of art,
but this system is based on the indi
vidual tastes of the gallery owners,
he said.
"When a gallery 'discovers' an
artist, they bet on him or her like a
horse race," McLean continued,
"betting on their consistency, pro
ductivity and style. . . ultimately on
what sells." In fact, he added, artists
who belong to a certain gallery are
referred to as Its "stable.”
McLean cites the gallery system's
capitalistic philosophy as a contrib
utor to the destruction of modern
art. The system places "value" on
creative expression, he said.
Palmer agreed the galleries were
in direct antagonism to the artist's
creative process. He recalled his
own experiences with the galleries.
"You either have to be stupid,
stubborn, or willing to overlook a
lot of bad things to work in the
galleries."
Investments by corporations in
the world of art Is the final "nail In
the coffin/' McLean said. It vali
dates the capitalist system of
"valued" art by the corporation's
system.
Denny Sargeant, a 1981 Western
Master's graduate who edits RNADNA, disagreed with McLean about
the gallery system. Sargeant said he

Grant or no grant, why continue
losing money with no hope of ever
selling anything? McLean laughed.
"No one ever asks the 500,000
trained artists In New York City who
are flipping hamburgers, waiting
tables and driving taxis why they
continue to pay for art supplies.
You don't create for hope."
Because mail art does not work on
the monetary system, it is ignored
by our society as a viable art form,
McLean said.
Mall art Is repeatedly referred to
as art of the moment. "It's imme
diate," Sargeant said, "I'm hooked
on the immediate reaction. In half
an hour I can have over 100 copies
of something all over the place. By
the time a lot of pieces have made it
into the galleries or become 'popu
lar,' they have lost some of the
immediacy . . . the vitality."
"No one has ever taken mall art
classes—it is purely natural,"
Palmer said. "My reward is when
someone I personally correspond
with opens their mailbox and says,
'Oh my God!,"' he laughed, ringing
up a customer's purchase.
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By Lynn Imhof
^^The closer I come
to their huge
black-and-white
sides, the less
Room there is
in the world for
anything
but
Holsteins. ”
—David
Wagoner
8 May 1986

Jeff Brown is on his way out of the dairy business.

n this clear, spring morn
ing in April, the jagged,
white peaks of the Cana
dian Cascades are visible from
front yard of Jeff Brown's dairy farm
in Everson. The stark spires
emphasize the green, rich, fertile
land that surrounds the farm and
small town.
Everson, about 15 miles northeast
of Bellingham, is one of those towns
you shouldn't drive through too
fast—you might miss it. But com
merce isn't its lifeblood, as is
attested to by the landscape, which
is dotted with massive barns, skyreaching silos, trim farmhouses,
and a lot of black-and-white

O

Holstein cows. Agriculture, and
dairy farming in particular, has kept
Everson and much of Whatcom
the
County on the map.
In Brown's tree-lined driveway,
an orange cat lies soaking up sun,
an ancient cocker spaniel resting in
the shade has one eye open for
strangers, and the perfect quiet is
disturbed only by the gentle ''kathrump, ka-thrump" of a milking
machine operating somewhere in
the depths of a classic red barn.
Life is good on Brown's farm, and
will be until August 31. Sometime
between this day and that day, the
lOOcows being milked this morning
will be slaughtered, and Brown, 34,

will spend the winter deciding what
to do with the rest of his life.
"'Ka-thrump, ka-thrump.''
A milking machine, with its snak
ing hoses leading to four gleaming
suction ends, produces a rhythmic,
soothing sound. Brown estimates it
takes him three-and-a-half to fourand-a-half hours each morning to
milk his cows. The process begins at
6 a.m. and is repeated at 4:30 p.m.,
seven days a week, 365 days a year.
'1 really enjoy dairying,'' Brown
says.
But he, and another 76 of What
com County's 480 dairy farmers, will

leave the business within the next
18 months as part of the federal
government's whole herd dairy
buy-out program.
The program, which was pro
posed to farmers in January, is
designed to reduce the amount of
milk being produced in the United
States. The combination of the
Holstein's efficient digestive system
and the ingenuity of human tech
nology have resulted in the avail
ability of too much milk. Because of
this, prices are steadily going down.
The goal of the program is to stabi
lize prices.

As he coaxes number 83 into the
proper stall (In the old days cows
had names, but today's farmer milks
a lot of cows and has to be realistic).
Brown explains why he has chosen
to get out of the business.
'M didn't feel like coming out
here every day and doing this for
nothing," he says.
While federal price supports and
the government's practice of buy
ing surplus milk have helped dairy
farmers some. Brown says he can no
longer afford to produce milk. He
says he needs $12.50to $13for every
100 pounds of milk his cows pro-

Glen Marzano
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duce (known as price per hundred
weight) to stay in business. He will
be paid only $11.08 per hundred
weight for this morning's milk,
equalling $1.04 per gallon.
The milking parlor Is a small, cold,
cement-lined room. Brown stands
in a dug-out alleyway, while cows
stroll in, four on each side of two
raised platforms. The business end
of the cow, the udder, can be seen
without bending. With a blunt stick.
Brown prods eight cows down both
sides of his milking parlor. As the
cows stand patiently waiting to be
attached to machines (cows are
creatures of habit. Brown says), he
explains how he became a dairy
farmer.

I'^Without
f a quota,
the family
farm will
never
survive.'^

When Brown was lOyears old, his
father died. Shortly afterward, his
mother moved the family to a
house on a dairy farm in Sequim.
''While everyone else was
unpacking, I went to the barn,"
Brown says, laughing as he adds, "I
don't think I ever got out of that
barn."
A man of medium build, with
expressive blue eyes and an easy
manner. Brown left the barn long
enough to attend college and
decide he wanted to come back. He
wanted to be a dairy farmer.

Brown

In 1973, he bought 75.6acres with
a house, barn and outbuildings in
Everson. He notes that when he
decided to become a dairy farmer,
it wasn't considered highly profit
able, but a lot of money wasn't the
point.
"I just wanted to make a living,"
he says.
One of the cows has never been
milked before and she kicks as
Brown tries to attach the milking
machine to her teats. She'll learn
the routine quickly. Brown says.
She'd better. Her days are
numbered.
"Ka-thrump, ka-thrump."
Guidelines of the federal buy-out
program stipulate that almost all
cows bought by the government—
about 1.5 million nationwide,
including more than 13,000 in
Whatcom County—will be slaught
ered. Fewer cows means less milk.

%
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and less milk means less federal
money spent on dairy products.
"That's the sad part," Brown says.
"These cows all have to go to the
butcher." He looks at the cow he's
preparingto milk for a moment and
repeats, "These are good cows
going to the butcher."
Early this year, farmers were
asked to submit bids on the amount
of money they would require to go
out of business. Bids were based on
a price per hundred weight on the
average amount of milk a farmer
produced in 12 months.
Brown bid $15.90 on an average
hundred weight of 20,432 pounds
of milk. All bids of $22.50 or less
were accepted by the government.
Brown will receive $324,863 for get
ting out of the business.
But he owes money to the
Farmers Home Administration for
operating costs, and the govern
ment will take back about 30 cents
of every dollar in taxes. If he were to
pay all his bills. Brown says, he
would have nothing left of the
check he'll receive.
Instead, he will continue making
payments on some of his loans and
use most of the money as capital,
which will allow him to continue
living on his farm. Although he is
not positive what he'll do after his
cows are gone. Brown says he prob
ably will raise beef cattle and grow
feed crops, such as hay, for a living.
The hard decision about whether to
remain a dairy farmer will come at
the end of the five-year program,
when he is allowed to milk cows
again. Brown says. Part of the
agreement farmers made with the
government was that they would
not milk cows for five years. Brown
says he doesn't know what he'll do
at the end of that time.
"Ka-thrump, ka-thrump."
As the next group of eight cows
enters the milking parlor. Brown
repeats the endless chores of wash
ing down the cows and the places
they stand. Used to routine or not,
cows cannot be housetrained, and
the earthy, permeating smell of
their waste can be overwhelming,
despite all attempts at discussion of
organic fertilizer.

Brown contemplates his situation
as he takes care of his cows and
decides, ''I think with so many
hungry people in the world, it^s a
crime/'
But much of the rest of the world
is unable to pay American prices.
The current rate on the world
market is $4.85 per hundred weight
of milk. Faced with the cost of
machinery, land, labor and feed in
the United States, the American
farmer can't compete.
One cow has either grown impa
tient or curious. She pokes her
black-and-white head, with its
long-lashed, huge brown eyes,
through the door. After taking a
good look around, she determines
all is well, and settles for rubbing
her chin against part of the metal
stall.
''For us, this has been a way of
life," Brown says, as he maneuvers
the cow back to her proper place in
line. Brown lives on the farm with
his wife and three young daughters,
and he says his family has grown
attached to the farm.
But mainly, a dairy farm is a busi
ness, and as production has
increased and prices have fallen.
Brown says he has been forced to
milk 40to 50 more cows than he had
intended just to stay even.
He now has 210cows: 110 milkers
and 100 heifers, young cows that
have not been bred and aren't pro
ducing milk. After his cows are
butchered. Brown says he will
receive about $375 to $425 for each
milking cow, and as much as $150
for each heifer, in addition to the
sum he'll receive for selling out.
A quota system, whereby farmers
are paid to produce a certain
amount of milk and penalized if
they produce more, might have
kept him in business. Brown says.
Quotas are used in Canada, where
farmers are paid about $27 per
hundred weight, but limit the
amount of money a farmer can
make. Brown says he believes the
Reagan administration fears quotas,
because they can undermine free
enterprise, but he says, "Without a
quota, the family farm will never
survive."
"Ka-thrump, ka-thrump."

The last cows being milked this
morning are standing at their places
in the milking parlor. Placid ani
mals, they're hard to stare down
once you have their attention.
Because he won't be milking
cows on his property, or anywhere
else during the next five years.
Brown's milking parlor won't be
used much longer.
"This facility will be sitting here
idle," he says. But the farmers who
remain won't be idle. They will be
taxed to pay for the cost of the buy
out program, and Brown says he
expects the price of milk to con
tinue dropping. Farmers are going
to have to increase production to
keep up with their costs, and Brown
says he suspects that by the end of
the five-year buy-out program,
milk production will have returned
to today's level.
The last cow ambles out of the
milking parlor, and all of a sudden,
the machines are quiet.
Outside, the cat is gone, and the
dog has taken her place in the sun.
Brown notes some of the implica
tions of his going out of business.

(L-R) #14 & 163

Last year, he spent $75,000 for
grain and another $75,000 for hay.
That money won't be in the local
economy nextyear,and neither will
the feed costs of the other 76 What
com County dairy farmers leaving
the business.
He also says that if he chooses to
raise beef cattle and grow crops, he
can't be assured of a living wage, as
both those industries are also
plagued by financial difficulties.
Standing in the sun, petting his
dog. Brown allows bitterness to
creep into his voice.
"This country has a cheap food
policy," he says, "and guess who's
paying for it."
In the stillness that follows
Brown's statement a feeling devel
ops reminiscent of leaving a
crowded party and having the noise
linger long afterward. In Jeff
Brown's front yard, you can almost
hear the echo.
"Ka-thrump, ka-thrump."
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he difference between a handmade instrument
and a mass-produced one is the extra time,
labor and care involved, using carefully
selected materials and employing sometimes tedious
methods. The result is an instrument that, to the dis
cerning player, is worth each extra penny paid for It.
Upholding the standards of an ancient and honor
able craft are Bellingham luthiers John Rollins and
Dake Traphagen. The term ''luthier'' describes a
maker of lutes and guitars. The lute is an ancient
stringed instrument with a pear-shaped body and a
rounded back. Rollins makes mostly lutes, while
Traphagen concentrates the greater part of his efforts
on the modern classical guitar.
On a cool April afternoon, with clouds and sun
sparring amicably for the upper hand, Rollins Is at
work in his studio. In the basement of his mother's
house off Lakeway Drive, his workplace is crowded
with objects of his trade: molds for instrument
bodies, hand and power tools, cases, stacks of wood.
A tall shelf reaching nearly to the ceiling divides the
room in half.
Rollins' attention is focused on an instrument that
has not seen common use for nearly 300 years: a
baroque guitar.
Smaller than Its modern counterpart, the baroque
guitar has a narrower, more slender body and an
intricately carved paper "rose" that covers the sound
hole (the circular opening on the face of the instru
ment). Aside from lutes and baroque guitars, Rollins
has also made dulcimers (four-stringed American folk
instruments that are played on the lap) and a vihuela
(a Spanish guitar of the rennaissance).
Rollins is 40, a big man with thick brown hair, blue
eyes and an amiable manner. He wears jeans and a
zippered sweat jacket. He sits at his workbench, and,
as he talks, he winds lambsgut thread around the neck
of the baroque guitar in his hands. He ties it tightly at
precise intervals, snipping off the excess, and using a
match to burn away what's left. The flame also seals
Modern day luthier John Rollins.
the knot.

T
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M ike Gwynn

By Therese McRae

N.S. Nokkentved

An ancieni art in the hands of luthier John Rollins.

These tight loops of lambsgut are
frets—marked intervals on the neck
that provide for precise intonation.
Modern guitars generally have frets
made of nickel alloy, set Into the
wood of the fingerboard rather
than wound around the neck.
Rollins works without apparent
effort, tying, lighting a match, eas
ing the fret down to its proper
position.
The guitar in his hands is striking,
its pale wood offset by much blackand-white inlaid decoration.
Rollins explains that this particular
one is a special case, the majority of
his baroque guitars being simpler in
appearance. He built his first lute in
1971, while in college, and since has
constructed some 97 instruments.
Grinning, he recalls the prototype.
was happy with It,'' he says,
hauling it off the shelf. Comparing
it with his present work, it's easy to
see why he's smiling—he's come a
long way since then. He says,
would estimate it probably took me
fifteen instruments before I really
felt like I knew what I was doing."
It is apparent now that Rollins,
mainly self-taught, knows exactly
what he's doing.
He brings over a baroque lute for
inspection. A large instrument, it is
nevertheless very light. Its flamed-

maple back comes to life as the sun
hits it, the rich golden wood shifting
and changing under lacquer as
smooth as glass. Held in the hands,
its balance is perfect. The delicate
strings are set in pairs, or choruses,
and when plucked, respond with
the refined voice of the lute, a
sound centuries old.
really don't have time to play
the instruments very much,"
Rollins says. ''When you perform,
that'sjustthetipof the iceberg. You
have to be able to practice more
than what I do."
Construction takes up the major
ity of his time, and Rollins sells most
of his creations to out-of-town cus
tomers who order by mail. He says
he is presently eight orders behind.
Ittakes him anywhere from three to
five weeks to complete an instru
ment. He makes about ten a year,
and supplements building with
some repair work.
Learning to repair instruments
went hand in hand with learning to
build them. "Another thing I discov
ered," says Rollins, chuckling, "is
that if you don't like It, you take it
apart and you fiddle around with it
rather than building an entire new
instrument. . . it's much cheaper."
While repairs may be Inexpen
sive, the new instruments are not.

Lutes begin at $600 and go up to
$1,500; baroque guitars range from
$1,100 to $1,800; and vihuelas sell
for about $1,000. Rollins says his
buyers are mostly serious music
students who expect to be able to
make a living with their instruments
someday.
He goes to the end of his work
bench and opens a case, removing a
small, remarkably attractive instru
ment shaped like a shallow-bodied
guitar. "During the Rennalssance,"
he explains, "while the rest of
Europe was playing a lute or a
round-bodied instrument, the
Spanish were playing the vihuela."
He displays the vihuela, which is
made of pale spruce and decorated
with tiny, inlaid mosaics.
"Most guitarists don't know what
to think of the instrument, because
it's real shallow and small. It's
shaped like a guitar, but It's very
different."
Rollins sits back down at his
workbench and opens a notebook
of sheet music. He files his nails
briefly with an emery board, adjusts
a tuning peg on the vihuela, and
begins to play. It is a plaintive,
minor-keyed melody, and the voice
of the vihuela complements it per
fectly. Rollins' fingers move with
the ease of long experience.
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When he is done, he says with
pride, ^^This is the first one of these
rve ever made. I just finished it
about a month ago/"
A closer examination of the
decorative mosaics on the face of
the vihuela reveals that each one is
made of dozens of different, tiny
pieces of wood, all joined together.
Rollins makes the mosaics in the
form of ''logs"" or small blocks, glu
ing the wood together in patterns,
and when he needs one for an
instrument, he saws off a portion.
The segment is then laid into the
wood. These mosaics are also used
in classical guitar building for deco
rating the area around the sound
hole, called the rosette. On lutes
and other older stringed instru
ments, carved wood or cut paper is
actually set into the sound hole,
playing a role in sound production,
and is known as the rose.
The more space filled by the rose,
the softer the sound of the instru
ment. A rose covers 10-15 percent
of the volume, but, says Rollins,
"adds an intricacy to the sound . . .
a kind of refinement.""
Rollins" roses are the product of
painstaking execution and hours of
meticulous work with an Exact-o
knife. A lute rose is made of wood;
a baroque guitar rose is traditionally
cut from parchment paper. Finding
parchment to be scarce, Rollins
substitutes a heavy watercolor
paper.
A baroque guitar rose is made in
three levels, each of which sinks
progressively deeper into the body
of the instrument. Looking into one
is like looking down a well whose
sides have been carved in incredi
bly complex patterns.
A lute rose is less elaborate, made
of a single flat piece of wood taken
from the top of the guitar. It is
carved in a complicated series of
interlocking lines.
Rollins looks thoughtful as he
glances at the vihuela, which has
been returned to its opened case.
"!t"s always been kind of a disap
pointment to me that more guitar
ists haven"t picked up things like
baroque guitar or vihuela or early
classical guitar.""
The older instruments, Rollins
explains, actually aren"t as similar to
their modern counterparts as is
popularly believed. The modern
guitar has thicker, heavier strings
and an open sound hole, which
make it much louder. Many other
tonal differences distinguish it from
the older instruments as well.
ii

......
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The intricately carved rose of a John Rollins lute.
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As far as teaching the trade goes,
Rollins finds that the long-term
apprenticeship doesn"t work for
him. "lt"s very difficult for me to put
all the hours into teaching some
body how to build something and
just have them take off."" He says he
doesn"t get a satisfactory return on
the hours he puts into instruction.
Sometimes, too, people come to
him to learn, and after a short while,
decide they don"t have the time or
patience to devote to the task.
Rollins stresses that the process of
buildingan instrument is not simply
a matter of sawing up the wood and
putting it together.
Across town, classical guitar
builder Dake Traphagen agrees that
many factors come into play in the
creation of a premium instrument.
"You have all these parts that
you"re putting together, and you"re
trying to establish an optimum rela
tionship for sound,"" he says.

Traphagen leans against a work
bench at his Fairhaven studio. An
open, tidy room, it has a large table
in the center with three unfinished
instruments on it, shelves along the
wall, two workbenches—everything
neatly in its place.
Although the day is damp and
blustery, with rain slanting down in
an incessant drizzle, the studio is
warm and dry, thanks to the wood
stove in one corner. The stove not
only provides heat, but also keeps
the room dry and prevents delicate
guitar woods from cracking, which
can happen if they are exposed to
too much moisture. A dehumidifier
controls the room"s climate when
the wood stove isn"t in use.
Traphagen is 35, a slender man
with reddish-brown hair, hazel eyes
and a cautious smile. He holds a
nearly-finished violin, on the neck
of which he is rubbing French
polish.

m

Besides violins, he makes
baroque guitars and an occasional
lute, and has constructed two
Italian harpsichords. Several of his
creations hang on a wall: three clas
sical guitars and two violins. He has
been building classical guitars since
he was about 20, when he made
several dulcimers and also his first
guitar. Of the dulcimers, he says, '1
don't make them much anymore.
They're not much of a challenge."
He is happier with classical guitar
construction, which occupies most
of his time. His carefully crafted
instruments start at $1,500 and go
up to $2,000, and his violins begin at
$2,000. Baroque guitars, which he
enjoys making most next to classicals, cost anywhere from
$1,500-$2,000.
^M'm pretty much self-taught/' he
says of his skills in making classical
guitars. He's had more instruction
in the other instruments, working
with a violin maker in California for
three years, and then spending a
summer in Europe with a luthier.
He came to Bellingham in 1979,
attracted by the music program
offered at Western. The area
appealed to him, so Traphagen set
up shop permanently. ''It's a nice
place to work; it's a beautiful place
to live," he said.
Formerly a musician, Traphagen,
like Rollins, finds he doesn't have
much time to play anymore, his
trade keeping him busy. However,
he doesn't have any regrets.
"Sometimes when you watch
other people play and they're really
playing well, you say, 'Well, if I
would have stayed with it, I could
be doing that right now.' But I
didn't, and so it goes." He smiles,
glancing around his roomy, pleas
ant shop. Outside, the rain patters,
and from the back room comes the
sound of boards being cut on an
electric saw: a man Traphagen is
considering for an apprenticeship is
preparing the wood for its future
transformation.
Traphagen offers informal
apprenticeships, which are, he says,
"pretty much self-determined. You
do what you want to do" in terms of
a time committment, but overall
the process usually takes about two
years.
"I just help people build their
own instruments, and sometimes
train them to do some things for
me," he says. These things can
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include cutting up wood, both pre
liminary and finishing sanding,
prep work on instruments and
other "slave labor," as Traphagen
laughingly describes it.
No money is involved in the
arrangement, except the sharing of
shop expenses, and apprentices
supply their own materials and
hand tools.
Traphagen goes to the center
table and lifts a completed classical
guitar out of its case. It is a graceful
instrument with such obvious care
in its making that suddenly 'fine'
classical, previously seen and
admired in shops, look secondrate. He turns it over, revealing the
Brazilian rosewood back —
beautiful dark wood protected with
a coating of lacquer that lays over it
like still water.
To complete a guitar like this
takes Traphagen roughly three
weeks. He usually has two going at
once, and finishes them in six
weeks. He sells the majority of his
guitars to out-of-state customers,
mainly concert players.

m
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Motioning to the guitars on the
wall, he explains one is going to a
man in Portland, and another to a
man in Idaho, adding that he's also
sold instruments to people in
Arizona and California. He sells
very few in Bellingham because
"there aren't many players here.
The players that are here pretty
much already own my instruments
. . . I've pretty much saturated the
market."

■

Traphagen absently plucks the
strings of the guitar in his hands.
The answering chord rings through
the room, mellow and vibrant. To
achieve such a sound, Traphagen
says, he has to concentrate on "get
ting the relationship of everything
together."
"Getting everything together"
involves taking stress factors into
account. For instance, the stringing
of a guitar places tension on the
neck, which must be partially alle
viated by attaching it to the body at
a slight angle. The face, or top, of
the instrument has the greatest
impact on the sound, because it is
the part of the guitar through which
the sound waves vibrate.
"You're dealing with stresses
moving up and down and sideways,
and you're trying to discipline the
wood to move the way you want it
to move."
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Traphagen's guitars are con
structed primarily of Brazilian
rosewood, with spruce or cedar
tops, and necks of Honduran ma
hogany or Cuban cedar. He orders
his woods from all over the world.
On the average, it costs $200 to
make a guitar, not Including the
price of the tuning machines.
The tuning machines, or pegs, are
ordered from Holland or England,
as they aren't manufactured in the
United States. An average set from
Holland costs about $25, and
Traphagen uses these on many of
his guitars. Occasionally, though,
he'll order a set from England that
cost $200: handmade and engraved
by a jeweler, they have mother-ofpearl pegs and hand-cut gears.
Traphagen describes himself as
ii fairly straight-ahead traditional"
in terms of his guitar building,
meaning he doesn't do anything
radically different from other lu
thiers. His rosettes, however, are of
a unique and striking design. While
the rosette is "the signature of the
builder," many luthiers stick to a
highly intricate style. Traphagen has
foregone the ornate approach in
favor of a simpler design with
higher visible impact.
He demonstrates, holding up one
of his Instruments with a traditional
rosette. From a distance of a few
feet, the detailed work can hardly
be seen. The newer rosette, in con
trast, remains distinct
A later visit finds Traphagen at
work on some rosettes. He anchors
them to a board with pins while
they dry, then glues together long,
vari-colored strips of paper-thin
wood. These strips eventually form
the outer circle of the rosette.
Traphagen works swiftly and
expertly. He admits with a smile that
making the rosette is his least favor
ite part of guitar construction. "It's
tedious."
Tedious, maybe, but necessary: a
part of the whole. Just one step in
the process of turning out a supe
rior instrument—a twist in the
complicated interplay of relation
ships that can take years to master.
Does Traphagen feel he's learned
all there is to know about the trade?
I'm still working it out," he says
h a grin. "I don't know if you
ever get it worked out. You keep
experimenting and you keep trying
to find out what the optimum is.
That's the quest."
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nde Tim Burgett dragged on a little cigar.
Sitting in a booth at 1 ord Cornwall’s Restau
rant and lounge, he was dressed Miami Vice
Cool. Hawaiian shirt under sfiortcoat s all the rage
these days. Nobody asked him if he dressed like that
all the time—noi)ody needc'd to, Ihe clothes were
Miami Vice Cool. Nothing tops them.
He was discussing registration with a man who
c laimed to he one of the Fagles. He cfidn t look like
Glenn \ rey. Probably was Don Henley; Henley hasn’t
been on the Vic e. A hand was drowning out the plac e
with some hacf Supremes. They were loud, but so was
the c rowel in the bar. Thc'y played everything from

U

Stc'vic' Nic ks to Journey.
Unc le 1 im’s a radio personality at KISM Bellingham.
He said jokingly that he’s a “big time radio star’’ these
days, when he’s not registering pc'ople at Cornwall s
for their Wednesday night lip-sync competition. He
likc^s to be referrcHl to as Unc le Tim’ to the intensive
fans”.

“I’vc' bc'CM! hc3Sting lip-synch two years steady
now,’’ he said. “I started in May of 1984 at the Holdiay
Inn, and they phased out their competition. I’ve been
with Cornwall’s sinc e Novembc'r 1984.”
PcM)[)lc' millcMl around Unc Ic' Tim at Cornwall s the
same way they milled around Trac c'y Silvc'r at the Blue
Max the' following 1 hursday—with no sense of direc
tion whatsoevc'r.
Silvc'r, a travc'l agc'nt f)y day, was in total control this
c'vc'ning. Shc' wore' f)lac k bc'acls around hc'r nc'c k, and
had f)lac k. frizzy hair hanging past her shoulders. She
wore a long blac k dress with the same color flowers
that Unc Ic' Tim had on his I lawaiian shirt. Silvc'r must
watch the Vice, too.
She was bubbly and c heery, and she lit up whenc'vc'r anyliody she' knc'w, whic h was almost c'vc'ryf)ody,
walked through the' c'ntrance at the Max.
She’s bec'n running the show at the Blue Max for
almost a year. “It gets real wild. When everybody
c amc' f)ac k from s[)ring break, wc' had around T50
people' come and watc h the show. We’ve got the' f)C'st
audience, better than anyone around,” she boasted.
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Silver said she'd done sonne lip
syncing herself. '1've done some
original acts. I made $8,000 lip
syncing last year. I've been on 'Put
tin' On The Hits' and MTV."
"I was Bertha the Bag Lady. I had a
dirty face, and I was ugly, ugly,
UGLY! I did it to 'New York, New
York,' by Liza Minelli."
Uncle Tim's also done a few lipsyncs. "I've done Billy Joel, The
Tubes, and some obscure stuff."
"I did Joe Dulce's 'Shaddupa Ya
Face', some Midnight Oil, and The
Cars." He added that The Cars were
obscure because people don't lipsync bands often. "Bands are rare,"
said Uncle Tim. "The money starts
splitting between the members.
There are more single acts, and
occasionally a few duos."
A man that had done some duos
sat down in the booth. He was a
short, thin man with a beard and
greased-back black hair. He was
wearing something close to an
earth-tone, gray-blue coat. A defi
nite clash with Uncle Tim's Miami
Vice Cool.
He said he was doing Paul
McCartney's "Ballroom Dancing,"
but he looked more like Ringo
Starr. He was the next-to-the-bestto-the-real-thing in the Northwest
lip-sync scene. Brad Darley.
Parley's been performing lipsyncs since August 1985. He owns
Northern Notes, a service that pro
vides singing telegrams, belly
grams, gorilla grams, and strip-ograms, along with other unique
forms of entertainment.
Darley thinks lip-syncing "is def
initely a rush. It leaves an opportun
ity to channel singing elsewhere
than singing telegrams. I've done all
sorts," he said, "but I'm into the
latest fad."
The latest fad is mixing. The per
formers don't limit themselves to
one song or artist, but draw from a
wide variety of groups and sounds if
it fits their act.
Darley said he reads his audience
whenever he's on stage. The
responses have been mixed to his
performances sometimes, and
that's why the audience has to be
read. He takes them for a roller
coaster ride. Up, down, laugh, cry,
and up all over again.
Darley picked a card from Uncle
Tim to see where in the order he
would appear that evening. Darley
pulled a Jack of Diamonds. "There
are two neat sayings In the lip-sync
vocabulary when you're picking a
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card to see what performer you
are," he said, "'oh, shit!' and 'all
right!' An ace or a duece are poor
choices. Going first is awful, since
the judges have nothing to com
pare you with. They can't give you
all tens, because someone better
might come out, and they'd have to
give him all tens. If you pick an ace
or a deuce, you say 'eh,' walk to a
corner and say 'that's show biz.'"
Whether a performer gets all tens
or all threes, Darley said, "The three
elements to a good performance
are costume, showmanship, and
good lip-syncing. But you can't
keep doing the same stuff. People
burn out on you."
"I've also performed with other
people. I did Simon and Garfunkel
with Randy Drake, just to bring
back a rejuvenation of the '60s."
Randy Drake's office in Fairhaven
Dining Hall at Western was clut
tered with papers. He had pictures
of himself lip-syncing on the wall
next to his desk. He was in his work
clothes—argyle sweater, dress shirt,
slacks and loafers. These are not
topsiders," he insisted.

Drake's lip-synced steadily for
two years. "I don't like to do imper
sonations," he said. "I like to create
characters doing songs: a singing
nerd, a drunk. I like to Interpret a
song. I like mixes, but I feel uncom
fortable doing mixes. I like songs
that tell a whole story. I like to let
the song stand for itself. I guess I'm
a purist."
"My favorite one is 'American
Pie' by Don McLean. I play an old
man remembering his past. I really
like to find older songs."
Darley also likes to do older
songs. "I go to Cellophane (Square)
and get some oldies, or I call up
Uncle Tim and ask if he's ever heard
of 'da da da da da'."
Drake started lip-syncing when
he was attending Linfleld in 1979.
He would perform for talent con
tests and homecomings, before lipsync was big business.
Drake practices the songs In his
car, since he's busy with work. "I
get a tape of 15 songs and work on
them In the car. I get strange looks
when I'm going down the street.
People do a few double-takes."

An Outfield guitarist kicks out the jams at Western’s 1986 Western Jam

“Between practice and competi
tion, it takes about 16-20 hours a
week. I enjoy it. Lip-syncing is a
good release from what I do nor
mally during the day. It's nice to be
able to make money at something
you enjoy doing. It's a real high,"
said Drake excitedly.
I love to do comedy, too—jerry
Reed, Ray Stevens—and I love
doing Jim Stafford."
A pseudo mafia hit team at the
Blue Max agreed with Randy.
“Yes, I do comedy. I love it!" said
Western student Chris Toney.
Toney and his companion John
Rogers, also a Western student,
both tried to keep their deadpan
composure, but were losing it.
Mafia hitmen, no. Jake and
Ellwood, yes: the Blues Brothers.
These guys were cool before Miami
Vice was even conceived.
Why the Blues Brothers?
“We fit their body types," Rogers
said.
"'Don't print that," Toney
demanded.
“The Blues Brothers are appeal
ing to us," continued Rogers.

“And they're appealing to oth
ers," Toney added.
Toney and Rogers remained as
deadpan as possible. They were the
Blues Brothers from head to toe—
black suits, thin ties, pointed shoes
and sunglasses. They were too sim
ilar to the real thing. Believability is
one part of putting an act together.
“To have a good act, you've got
to be believable. Believability is the
key," Silver said, “and people pull
the whole thing in costumes during
finals. You need showmanship,
creativity and stage presence."
Darley agrees, and added,
“Sometimes you think an act's
going to work, but when you get
out on stage it doesn't. You have to
pull yourself up by the proverbial
bootstraps when you lose, and
begin all over."
“It's a lot of fun if you've never
seen it," Uncle Tim said. “People
usually think of Dick Clark and
"American Bandstand' and say
"Ooooo gross!'," Uncle Tim
screwed up his face, “but it's not
like that."
A woman with too much liner
around the eyes sat down in the
booth at Cornwall's after Darley left
to prepare himself for the evening
show. Her name was Breezy. She
wore a sincere smile and said Uncle
Tim tells incredibly bad jokes.
Breezy added, “Brad Darley and
Jennifer McIntyre will take over the
world."
Jennifer McIntyre looked dazed
as she filled out her registration
form at the Blue Max. “Brad and I
made it into Newsweek sometime
around the third week of January—
you know, the one with Khaddafy
on the cover. “We did the "Barbie
and Ken Review'."
Another woman who's made a
name for herself is Michelle
Mensch, a former Western student
who will return fall quarter.
“I have a lot of fun doing lip
syncs—it's great," she said. “I like
getting on stage, and I want to be a
performer."
“My very first lip-sync was Pat
Benatar's "Little Too Late', and I won
third place. Pat Benatar can be
mean and rowdy, and I love it."
""Lip-syncing is a good way to go
out and be a different person,"
added Silver.
Mensch agreed. ""It's a challenge
to act like someone, and to do my
best to be that person. To be Pat
Benatar, I've got to think Pat
Benatar. It's like, I'm doing Pat

tonight, get mean; or I get hyper."
Mensch shook her shoulders and
mugged like Benatar. She snarled
seductively then erupted in
hysterics.
The Blue Max was packed wallto-wall with observers trying to get
a look at the stage. People were
dancing sluggishly, and a girl in
neon-blue spandex pants jumped
around like she was avoiding a herd
of cattle.
The Blue Max awards weekly
winners $100, as does Cornwall's,

“I like songs
that tell a
whole story.
I like the
song to
stand for
itself. I guess
I’m a purist.”
—Randy
Drake
but their final prize is $1000, while
Cornwall's offers $500.
""The Blue Max is a good club for
lip-sync," said Drake. ""It's busier
than hell at the Max on a Thursday.
Lord Cornwall's goes for the raw
stuff. They're a rock and roll club."
The ambiance of Cornwall's was
blue collar blues with a slight dash
of expensive beer. Cigarette smoke
clouded the bar, giving the stage a
mystical presence.
The Blue Max was just plain loud.
People were ordering dollar Kamikazis and crowding the stage. The
Max epitomized the college/
yuppie bar.
10:45 p.m. The Drum Roll at
Cornwall's . . .
Uncle Tim Burgett took the stage
in darkness. He pleaded for light
and got blue gels that bathed his
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sportcoat aquamarine. Breezy was
right about the jokes. Two bad ones
about baseball—Drug testing, and
Pia Zadora buying the Portland
Beavers. Uncle Tim lost the Miami
Cool.
Four acts were scheduled: Muffy
and her Dilemma, one of the Eagles
(not Glenn Frey, probably Don
Henley, maybe Randy Meisner),
Little Richard, and Paul McCartney.
It wasn't 'Live Aid,' but nobody
cared.
McIntyre was first as Muffy and
her Dilemma. She wore a petite red
nightie with white ruffles, and was
so prep you might barf. She ripped
through a mix, "Operator" by the

Manhattan Transfer, an unrecallable oldie, and "Penis Envy" by
Uncle Bonsai.
She made gooey eyes at a man
nequin and pulled out a stuffed
snake and poked the pillowed
penis at the audience. "If I had a
penis, I'd take it to parties."
One of the Eagles appeared with
the "mellow" California look of the
late '70s. He wore a rock and roll
T-shirt, jeans, beard, and tinted
glasses. Nothing too exciting.
Little Richard tried to perform
next, but his cassette goofed up.
Jesus wasn't with his disciple during
this performance. He left the stage,
dejected, ruined.

Paul McCartney, alias Brad
Darley, finished the set. He was
dressed as a bellhop, and wore
white gloves and sunglasses. He
danced, and charmed the crowd
with spins and jumps. A class act.
Little Richard decided to attempt
a come-back, botched tape and ail.
Sexier than Prince, he was ready to
rock and roll. Some women lost all
composure when Richard lifted his
leg over a miniature piano and
writhed all over the keys. Jesus must
have decided to come back and
save his disciple.
Amen!
The Blue Max opened with Silver
bellowing across the stage like Ethel
Merman does before she sings,
"There's No Business Like Show
Business."
That night at the Max, The Blues
Brothers, The Pointer Sisters, Tom
Cruise and Muffy and her Dilemma
would try to lift the audience into a
rabid frenzy.
The Blues Brothers warmed up
the audience with antics, and Toney
cartwheeled. Their tape didn't
work at all, so nobody could hear
the music. A major disappointment.
The Pointer Sisters were white
girls trying to be black. The lead
singer had perfect facial expres
sions and the other girls jumped on
cue—nice side baggage, a lot like
American Tourlster Luggage.
Tom Cruise pounced on the stage
in Fruit-of-the-Looms and strutted
around. Some of the girls got
excited, but they acted like they'd
seen this all before. Tom was tossed
a saxophone and soloed nicely. He
hurled the Instrument back and
almost decked Muffy with some
brass.
Muffy closed, and she was even
better this evening. She pushed the
penis up and down, and everybody
went wild. "If I had a penis. I'd still
be a girl, but I'd make much more
money and conquer the world."

Little Richard wows 'em at Cornwall's.
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Million
car
pilc-up
hits
Bellingham
By Bryon Scott
he World's Fair opened
May 2 in Vancouver, B.C.,
bringing with it a steady flow
of tourists through Bellingham that
will last all summer. Thirteen mil
lion tickets have been sold for Expo,
which will run until October 13. The
theme for the Fair is transportation.
Transportation is also a promi
nent concern for Bellingham resi
dents and city police because of the
millions of tourists who will be
stopping here on their way to
Canada. The AAA-suggested route
for motorists coming from any
where in the U.S. ends with 1-5 from
Seattle to Vancouver.
Bellingham City Police have
established a reserve force of
trained officers to handle the
increased city traffic over the
summer. The reserve officers were
sent through the academy and will
remain available for full-time
employment when openings on the
force materialize. Mayor Tim
Douglas said the plan was designed
to increase the police force avail
able during Expo, while not having
to waste the money it takes to hire
and train them for a one-time
situation.
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The reserve police officers will
not be the only additional summer
employees in Bellingham as a result
of Expo. This might be the summer
to secure local employment while
making up some credits rather than
leaving to find work. Service jobs at
the local hotels and restaurants will
be plentiful.
''The demand list got longer
sooner than most years for summer
jobs/' said Connie Meyer of the Job
Order Unit at Washington State job
Service in Bellingham.
"It's only an experienced gut
feeling at this point, but it looks like
a busy summer," Meyer said. The
most interesting place to work
would be at the Fair itself, but U.S.
citizens are not allowed to work in
Canada, Meyer said.
One resource that will be tapped
will be Western. "The last couple of
weeks we have seen a real Increase
in jobs coming In that are directly
Expo-related," said Fred Ondeck of
Western's Student Employment
Center. Ondeck said that although
many employers will wait until the
last minute before deciding to hire
more help, some restaurants and
recreation facilities are asking him
to find them employees with Expo
in mind already.
Wild and Wet, Birch Bay's water
slide amusement park. Is a consis
tent employer of university stu
dents. Ondeck said Wild and Wet is
expecting to be especially busy, and
will be hiring extra summer help to
handle the Expo crowds.
While jobs at hotels will be plenti
ful, It may be hard to find a room at
one. With Vancouver hotels already
filled, local hotels have been book
ing rooms and will fill summer res
ervations soon. This has caused
some of the apartment owners
around town to adapt for
overnighters.
In fact, this conversion by local
landlords may even result In prob
lems for Western summer students,
warned Scott Brossolt of Accom
modations Northwest.
Accomodations Northwest is a
private business established to
function as a dispatch system for
hotels. From the office, it can pro
vide tourists with landlords who
have apartments available for over
night use. One of the jobs Fred
Ondeck had listed at the employ
ment center was for someone to
work at Accomodations Northwest.
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The high vacancy rate of typical
college rental units over the
summer usually forces landlords to
lower their summer prices. Nor
mally, the summer vacancy rate in
Bellingham apartments is about 30
percent, Brossoit said. With the
added demand for housing that
Expo will bring, however, the usual
rental price drop may not occur.
One apartment complex that
frequently rents to university stu
dents and has been converted to a
motel is the Mall Villa, nearthe Bel
lingham Mall. Ken and Maggie
Schacht will operate the Mall Villa
Motel, but are not affiliated with
Accomodations Northwest. The
temporary motel will be open from
May 1 until September 15, making
the apartments available to return
ing students as the tourist season
ends. The price for a night Is $47.
Brossoit stressed the importance
of the student renter to landlords,
and the concern owners have for
that source of tenants.
''From year to year, building
owners are dependent on the stu
dents. The Expo is just a one-time
shot. None of the landlords want to
hurt their reputations with the stu
dents,'' he said.

One result of this conversion will
be an abundance of furnished
apartments available for students
returning next fall. Brossoit said
some of the landlords he is working
with are having to find furniture to
make the rooms available for
overnighters.
Along with the legitimate tourists
will come another group of
summer visitors that Bellingham
must prepare for—transients and
indigents. Douglas said a large
number of mentally ill people are
expected to be bounced back from
the border. When a customs officer
recognizes someone to be mentally
ill, they will refuse to allow that per
son into Canada. Being the largest
city close the the border, Bel
lingham must receive the mentally
ill and indigent and assume the
burden of caring for them.
Winter months are typically the
most crowded times for missions,
with homeless people looking for a
place to sleep. Even though many of
the transients will choose to sleep
outside because of the warm
weather, hungry people will still
need to be fed.
The Light House Mission on West
Holly—the only place in Bel

lingham offering free meals—
serves three a day. "We pray for
food and we never run out," a faith
ful Trace Goodnight, Administra
tive Assistant of the Light House
Mission said of emergency food
supplies. Their prayers are often
answered by the Highway Patrol
bringing In road-killed deer, or
local fish companies donating non
commercial fish catches.
The resident staff at the Mission
does the cooking. This staff is com
posed of volunteers who are seek
ing to improve themselves. Good
night said.
One of the most difficult prob
lems with Expo is the inablity to
accurately anticipate how many
people will be stopping in Bel
lingham on any given day. The 13
million tickets sold are not repre
sentative, because each person will
go more than once, and everyone
does not buy a ticket in advance.
"Hopefully," said Douglas, "it
will be a drum beat as opposed to a
flood."

Mike Gwynn

By Naomi S. Stenberg

enioritis. It's a disease like
Dutch Elm trees get, except
instead of losing leaves, you
lose sleep. It strikes college stu
dents late in the year, usually sev
eral quarters before graduation.
The signs to watch for are:
chronic, free-floating anxiety;
nightmares in which you show up
for your first big interview with the
right tie, or the right nylons—but
no other clothes on; deep self
doubt demonstrated by misspelling
EDUCATION on your resume'
(ECUATION); and general and
unrelated fears about . . .
everything.
There is only one cure.
You graduate.
It's a sad fact. Once you've piled
up enough credits and have
jumped through all the intricate
and often maddening hoops
required by your major, they let
you out. They, whoever they are—
the department, the registrar—they
hand you a diploma. And from
there, you have no place to go.
But graduate school. Or out.
Out there.
When you graduate, you have to
go OUT THERE. By yourself. Those
are the rules of the post-graduation
game. Oh, you can make contacts,
talk to advisors and career counse
lors, and do mock interviews with
friends, but when it comes to the
actual search for a job, no one goes
with you but you. Your dreams,
your savvy, your degree. In many
ways, it's a crummy deal.

S
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''The good jobs, which by their
nature are satisfying to sense and
sensibility, are cruelly hard to
land," wrote Carol Bly in a book of
essays titled "Letters from the
Country." She's right. The lookingfor-work world and the university
are two different scenes altogether.
My friend Susanne once told me
that college is like sucking at the
great breast of life. Relatively safe.
Protected. A carefully structured
environment with required classes,
numbered rooms and graded
assignments. The mother's milk of
human wisdom—scientists, writers,
artists—all of it comes gushing
down between your teeth. And
you, the student, hang there, sus
pended and glad and sucking for all
you're worth, for four years or five
or seven years off and on, however
it can be done.
I wasn't surprised, then, when
several of my former classmates,
who graduated last spring or before
that, told me they sometimes yearn
to come back. These admissions
were sandwiched between
enthused descriptions of the new
jobs they had or had been trying to
land. " I used to get bugged by two
hour classes," one said. "Now I
have eight hour meetings with only
a break for lunch.''
"It's so safe here," said another,
who came to visit recently. She
watched the students between
classes, rushing around Red Square
like so many ants on crumb errands,
and said wistfully, "It's so different
here."
It Is different here, and on
June 14, some 983 of us have to
leave, for who knows where or who

knows what . . . the Great
Unknowns. And what I wish for
myself and for all the graduating
seniors who may be stricken with
the dreads, is not just a B.A., but a
B.D.A.
A Benefactor Daylight Angel.
I saw my first B.D.A. at the What
com Museum of Art and History.
She was in a painting of a hushed
countryside—trees, a dog—and
through the sky, came a flash of
whiteness with a woman's face.
(Behold! An angel!) The painting
was titled "The Benefactor Daylight
Angel." Being, in recent months,
often terrified, I cling to this con
cept, and share it with to those who
may need similar reassurance.
If she doesn't come at night in the
dark with the things and dreams
that go bump, she will come in the
morning. In the daylight. She floats
across campus at about 9 a.m., radar
tuned for minds in distress. She
comforts us; she whispers in our
ears. She's an angel, but she doesn't
act anything like Michael Landon in
the sappy TV sitcom, "Highway to
Heaven." She's not as saccharine or
as naive; our B.D.A. Is no fool.
She's hip to the fact that it can be
tough to find a job, any job, and
she's ready. She's ready for roads
less traveled and those well trav
eled, all the myriad career choices
Western students will be making
after graduation. This angel is aware
of what we're facing—economic
uncertainties, and personal ones as
well. She doesn't expect miracles.
She does offer hope.
The B.D.A. knows there are good
jobs out there, and lucky breaks—a
strange kind of providence that
puts you in the right place at the
right moment with just the right
person who can give you a satisfy
ing job. It does happen. Even in the
'80s.
The B.D.A. does understand that

the search is going to take some
ground work. The adage about
pounding pavement still holds. Our
funky angel is realistic about this
and about your first jobs. She'll tell
you, entry-level positions are just
that—entry-level positions. Regard

less of your blazing talents, you may
have to be a low mucky-muck for a
while.
Of course, the Benefactor Day
light Angel may be a myth, a whim
from the imaginative mind of her
creator, Linda Okazaki. Yet, per

haps it could be . . . that there is a
grace for seniors, an angel to help
us scale the dark of our sometimes
absurd, fear-dense fantasies about
life after graduation.
I like to think she's here.
Holding our hands.
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nightvision

Bob Cuettler
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By Jeff Keeling
MM# alkingthrough the brickm/m# covered courtyard of
W W Fairhaven in the after
noon, a variety of sights and sounds
assail the senses. Children from the
Associated Students Day-care run
from stack 10 to the playground,
shrieking gleefully, oblivious to the
students who must dodge their hur
tling bodies. Near the children's
playground, Fairhaven residents
toss a frisbee, trying carefully to
avoid splashing it down in the
pond. Dressed In up-to-the-minute
fashion—the girls in stretch pants
and baggy sweaters, the guys in
bleached '' 'vis" and bleached hair,
and
both sexes
beautifully
tanned—they too are oblivious to
something.
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What most students living in Fair
haven today are oblivious to Is its
history as a location where alterna
tives to and deviations from the typ
ical on-campus college living expe
rience have thrived, and continue
to exist, although less prominently^
around them.
Fairhaven's location and physical
appearance lend themselves to a
departure from the normal oncampus living experience. Sur
rounded by hills and tall trees on
three sides, and by the primitive
Outback Farm on the fourth. Fairhaven seems to be stumbled upon
accidentally. Indeed, 1981 Fair
haven Resident Director and cur
rent Residence Life Coordinator
Ron Travenick said the dorms orig
inally were called Hidden Valley.
Inside, twelve small buildings, each
capable of housing around 50 stu
dents, share space with Fair
haven College, which houses the
Fairhaven SAGA branch.
The tradition of sharing space in
Fairhaven began after its opening in
1970. In the beginning, the resi
dences were meant to house stu
dents and faculty of Fairhaven Col
lege, in an effort to promote a fully
academic environment. At this
time, although the University hous
ing system owned the buildings, it
allowed Fairhaven College, which is
academically separate from West
ern, to implement and maintain
policies of their own choosing.
The Fairhaven College ideals of
self-designed majors and nonsubjective grading standards have
sustained themselves on the aca
demic level. On the community resi
dence level, however, things
haven't always run as smoothly.
For a number of reasons, many
Fairhaven students soon decided
they did not want to live in Fair
haven. Despite its relative isolation
from the rest of campus, Fairhaven
on the inside Is not a very private
place. Few of the professors found
the dormitory style of living to their
liking, and many students also
wished to live off campus.
As a result of this and a declining
Fairhaven student enrollment, the
housing system eventually took full
control of the "stacks," as the resi
dences are known. The policies
governing the rest of campus took
effect at Fairhaven as well. This
change did not bring an end to the
space-sharing philosophy at Fair
haven, however. Rather, It brought
another player into the game—that

of Western students living in close
contact with a college they had no
natural interest in.
During the mid '70s, plenty of
other on-campus housing remained
available, so not many Western stu
dents lived in Fairhaven. Many who
were placed there expressed a dis
like for the diversity, and as a result,
the area was able to maintain its
sense of isolation. During this
period, Fairhaven residents partici
pated In many unique programs in
cooperation with Fairhaven Col
lege. In addition to the Associated
Students Day Care, other experi
mental schools and Fairhaven Col
lege workshops sprouted within
the stacks.
David Mason has been a profes
sor at Fairhaven College since its
birth in 1967. Hence, he has
observed and interacted with Fair
haven residents from the stable
point of view of the college.
The original concept of Fairhaven
College was to provide students
with a living, learning environment,
mostly self-contained, in which
professors and students would be
housed together. After spending a
year In Edens Hall, which Mason
found "delightful" because of its
self-containment, the college
moved to its present location.
In a huge office stuffed with liter
ature and memorabilia, a long
haired, relaxed Mason grew excited
talking about Fairhaven's early
days.
Fairhaven College was founded
with "the notion that one learns in
the university not only by attending
classes in the narrow sense, but
perhaps much more importantly by
being involved in a community
which is learning by living
together," Mason said.
Describing what it was like to live
in Fairhaven, he said, "It isn't like I
get the sense some of the dormi
tories are now, where they sort of
serve as motel rooms away from
home."
Fairhaven students moving into
Fairhaven at the end of the '60s
soon realized they wanted more
privacy. "Suddenly you could hear
the intimate details of the person in
the next room's life, and the dormi
tories were not only the place
where you began to share things,
but you had to share things,"
Mason laughed, "and that was just
painful."
The residency requirement for
Fairhaven College students was

Pete Kendall

Fairhaven's South Side Jugglers.
soon abandoned, for want of stu
dent and faculty privacy. ''So that
ideal of having faculty there was
realized for a brief period of time/'
Mason said, adding, "I would like to
see it happen again."
Mason mentioned the Bridge
Project as an example of something
else he'd like to see return to Fairhaven. This program brought older
students (over 63) back to school
and housed them in Fairhaven.
"I think that the older people
would have a lot to contribute. A lot
of excitement would come from
the fact that you can see people
other than your parents getting
tripped out on things," said Mason.
FHowever, the project died from a
combined lack of participation and
lack of federal and state money.
Other programs were forced out
when Western student occupancy
increased within the stacks. Many

of these were Fairhaven College
supported, yet made use of student
residence space. With the arrival of
more students, Travenick theo
rized, came a greater need for
space which rightfully belonged to
the students, but which previous
generations of Fairhaven residents
could, atthetime, afford to give up.
The Chrysalis Gallery, a women's
art gallery, and a woodshop that was
jointly used by Western and Fair
haven students both were forced to
find new homes in the Fairhaven
College building.
Director of Residence Life Keith
Guy said those workshops are still
supported by the housing system.
He said he is frustrated that they are
so unpublicized that most students
are unaware of their availability.
Another project that eventually
became incompatible with the
needs of the housing system was

the Bellingham Cooperative
School. This school for seven- to
ten-year-olds was not related to the
University in any way, but rented
the space in the stack in which It was
located from the housing system.
Guy said that when the space in
Fairhaven needed to be used to
house Western students in the late
'70s, the school had to find a new
home.
Unfortunately for those espous
ing the Fairhaven Ideal, Increased
Western enrollment and decreased
state and federal funds for experi
mental programs like those in Fair
haven came in step with decreasing
student tolerance for anything that
can be described as off-beat.
Though he professed to have a
limited point of view. Mason said
he feels, "students in general have
moved from being diverse. . .curi
ous . . . tolerant . . . 'weird,' to
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some degree, to being much more
conformist, in their dress, in their
aspirations, in their values/'
After the tribulations of the '60s,
Mason believes, a sense of relativ
ism crept into American values.
"These big social awakenings
(such as Vietnam) have made peo
ple really realize at a gut level that
there isn't an absolute truth, and so
you have to manufacture it for
yourself." The easiest ways to do
this are either through religion or
by "conformity to a value system
centered around money."
Mason feels this is why Ronald
Reagan, with his strong leadership
image, is such a popular president.
When Jimmy Carter said the coun
try was in a malaise, it may have
been true, but it certainly wasn't
what the populace wanted to hear.
"It's easier to be a sheep than to
find your own way," he said. "I
think it'sthejobof the University to
try and urge people to go beyond
that." If it is true we develop our
own values. Mason believes thev
should be "growing and evolving"

Until this school year, residents
had always been very supportive of
Daycare, said Larry MacMillan,
director of the school. A kind
looking, bearded man with long
ciifly hair and wearing leather san
dals, MacMillan runs the Daycare
out of his small office, one wall of
which Is formed by a bookcase
filled with thin books with titles like
"Green Eggs and Ham" and
"Horton Hears a Who."
Along with MacMillan, four full
time teachers with extensive back
grounds in early childhood devel
opment make up the paid staff. In
addition to these professionals,
who are state employees paid by
the school, most of the parents
whose children attend the Daycare
also put In hours each week. Finally,
students in the early education
program work at the day care for
practicum experience.
MacMillan has directed the Day
care since its inception in 1972.
Since 1974, it has been located In
stacks 10 and 11, and in the glory
days of funding also used stack five

“This year, weVe had the most
vocal kind of student protest
ever against the Daycare.”
—Keith Guy
rather than "static and rigid."
Although one source of early
morning noise was removed from
the lives of Fairhaven residents with
the disappearance of the Bel
lingham Cooperative School, to this
day, mornings in Fairhaven are often
greeted by the ominous rumble of
Big Wheels, as the three to five-yearold banditos from A.S. Daycare get
in some early morning EZ ridin'.
A.S. Daycare, along with Outback
Farm and a conference center in
stacks one and two, is one of the
few remaining elements setting
Fairhaven apart from any other
generic dormitory. Because the 37
children in the program attend
Daycare most of the day every
weekday, Fairhaven residents,
especially those in stacks 10 and 11,
must adjust to their presence.
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and had two more teachers and 50
students.
"The goal of the program,"
MacMillan said, "was to be a quality
child-care facility, where quality is
defined by meeting the emotional,
social, physical and intellectual
needs of the children, to provide
the parents opportunities to grow
and develop their parenting skills,
and to provide students the oppor
tunity for practicum experience."
MacMillan sees two main differ
ences that set his Daycare apart
from most child-care facilities. First,
A.S. Daycare shoots for an adult-tochild ratio of one-to-five for the
pre-school program, and one-tothree in the toddler program,
meaning each child spends more
individual time with teachersthan a
typical day care situation would

provide. Secondly, the teachers, in
addition to being well-qualified,
are better paid because they are
state employees. Three of the four
teachers also have been with the
program for at least 10 years,
whereas most programs have a very
high turnover rate.
The school's location In Fair
haven has its disadvantages, but
overall MacMillan has been very
pleased with being a part of the
Fairhaven community. One advan
tage of being in Fairhaven is its nat
ural boundaries.
"We're not on a street, so we
don't have to have a chain link
fence to give the feeling that the
kids are trapped inside," MacMil
lan said. He thinks it is detrimental
when children are kept within
unnatural boundaries. "All of that
containing of the child creates
stress."
Another advantage MacMillan
cited was the program's proximity
to the Outback Farm, where West
ern and Fairhaven students practice
alternatives to the typical college
living experience. MacMillan said

the kids love it back there with all
the animals, and he likes being able
to take small groups out without
having to organize it like a field trip.
''It's much nicer to be ableto go out
to the Outback in a nice relaxed
way with three or four children."
The interaction with the students
also adds something to the kid's
experience, but MacMillan liked it
even better when the Bellingham
Cooperative kids and the Bridge
Project people were there too. "It
was a real nice bridge, between
pre-school, all the way up through
retired citizens."
The kids were inside on this nasty
April day, but it didn't appear to
hinder their fun. Near the dinosaur
box, a small sandbox with cornmeal
replacing sand, four-year-old Alex
kindly explained that the one he
was playing with was a Triceratops.
Clare decided to start providing
the entertainment. She was four
and a half, she explained. "I used to
be three, but not anymore." She
talked about a visit to the circus,
and said of the college students, "I

like them very much, but I have to
go home with my mom." Her mom
will love her for that. "I go to dance
class," she continued. "That's really
special." After announcing this,
Clare rolled out some green playdough and made some cookies
from the molds she had.
The days of such a diverse age mix
are gone from Fairhaven, and it
remains to be seen whether the
Daycare will be forced to move due
to student pressures as well.
Guy agreed with MacMillan that
"this year, we've had the most vocal
kind of student protest ever against
the Daycare." Before this year, Guy
had heard Isolated complaints
against the program's presence in
Fairhaven, but he added, "when I
hear from the students In the build
ing, that has a lot of credibility."
Currently, a task force Is working
on the day care question in an effort
to find a suitable space for it outside
of Fairhaven.
"If we had the money to build a
day care facility, that would be great
for everyone involved," Guy said.
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Kelsey and Matia like the A.S. Daycare's location in Fairhaven.

Unfortunately, the days of easy fed
eral grants are over and state funds
are stretched to the limit on
education.
He mentioned a history of
diverse projects and occurences at
Fairhaven which has been pretty
much forgotten in the drive to
make Fairhaven dorms attractive to
the mainstream Western student.
Fairhaven residents Trish
Sparacio and Jenelle Bullock, both
freshmen, like Fairhaven because
"it's small. It's more like an apart
ment complex." If they could
change anything about Fairhaven, it
would be "the size of the rooms."
Of the undiscos, or "floater"
dances that take place in Fairhaven's main lounge some week
ends, Sparacio said, "I think they're
different. They don't bother me,
though, and I don't bother them."
After being In a Fairhaven course,
both would be averse to seeing
more of an influence from Fair
haven College In the dorms. "Their
lifestyle's too different from mine."
Residents of Fairhaven are
indeed a transient population,
being composed each year of
mainly freshmen and sophomores.
Nevertheless, living in unavoidable
contact and cooperation with the
stable influence of the college, the
Daycare and the Outback for 15
years has provided some continuity
and diversity to the on-campus
experience. Benefiting from this
open-mindedness are those who
have been able to overcome some
inherent biases and give Fairhaven
a chance.
Each year, as Fairhaven edges
closer to the homogeneous main
stream of other Western residence
halls, students there gain less of the
diverse, experience for which Fair
haven was once so well-known.
From a cost-effectiveness stand
point, this Is a plus, because more
students are willing to live there.
From the standpoint of what Is
learned from the college living
experience, it seems unfortunate.
As David Mason and Keith Guy
agree, stretching one's boundaries
by Interacting with as diverse a
group as possible is something
which really contributes to greater
learning.
At Fairhaven residence halls, this
ideal is being phased out by a few
factors, which seem to stem from an
inceasing fiscal conservatism and a
decreasing tolerance for different
values and philosophies,
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